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Agenda for semester

• Project
– Continue to make progress.
– Intermediate project report 2 due TODAY, Wednesday, April 12th.
– BOOM, next week, Wednesday, April 19
– End of Semester presentations/demo, Wednesday, May 10

• Check website for updated schedule



• Interested Topics:
– SDN and programmable data planes
– Disaggregated datacenters and rack-scale 

computers
– Alternative switch technologies
– Datacenter topologies
– Datacenter transports
– Advanced topics
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Where are we in the semester?



Goals for Today
• c-through: part-time optics in datacenters

– G. Wang, D. G. Andersen, M. Kaminsky, K. 
Papagiannaki, T. S. Eugene Ng, M. Kozuch, M. Ryan. 
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 
(CCR), Volume 40, Issue 4 (October 2010), pages 327-
338.



Current solutions for increasing data center 
network bandwidth  
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1. Hard to construct 2. Hard to expand

FatTree BCube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data intensive application operating on large volumes of data have motivated a lot of research work on data center networking. The basic problem is traditional tree-structure Ethernet are heavily over-subscribed when a large amount of data are shuffled across different server racks. Recent solutions propose to construct full bisection bandwidth network using commodity packet switches. Full bisection bandwidth network means each server can talk to another server at full NIC rate. Full bisection bandwidth is a nice property, but as you can see , these full bisection bandwidth network is quite complicated. They requires a lot of wires and we have to follow restricted rules to construct such networks. When the network is constructed, it is hard to expand because they requires major rewiring to expand. 



An alternative: hybrid packet/circuit switched 
data center network
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 Goal of this work: 
– Feasibility: software design that enables efficient use of optical 

circuits
– Applicability: application performance over a hybrid network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this work, we explore an alternate design that using optical circuit switching technology to construct a simple network yet still achieve good performance. In particular, we propose a hybrid data center network which augment the existing Electrical network with circuit switched optical paths. Optical paths can be provisioned dynamically to provide high bandwidth For applications.  The goal of our work is trying to answer the fundamental feasibility and applicability question of hybrid data center network.  We study the software design that can enable optical circuits in data center networks, and understand how application would perform over such a network. 



Electrical packet 
switching

Optical circuit 
switching

Switching
technology

Store and forward Circuit switching

Switching 
capacity

Switching 
time

Optical circuit switching v.s. 
Electrical packet switching
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16x40Gbps at high end 
e.g. Cisco CRS-1

320x100Gbps on market,    
e.g. Calient FiberConnect

Packet granularity Less than 10ms

e.g.  MEMS optical switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shorten for time 2:05, too long !!!To understand our solution, let’s first take a look at the fundamental difference between electrical packet switching and optical circuit switching technologies. As you know, packet switches are based on the store-and-forward architecture. Optical switches are circuit switched. There exist different technologies to realize optical circuit switching. For example, MEMS optical switches use MEMS mirror array to set up optical path by reflecting light beams between input and output ports. These optical switches can switch at whatever rate modulated at input and output ports.  Which can achieve very high switching capacity. For example, there already exist optical MEMS switches that can switch 320 optical links with 100Gbps rate. On the contrast, today’s high end packet switched cisco routers can only switch 16 ports with 40gbps rate. But the problem is that, the switching time of optical circuits are relatively long. Of course, packet switches can switch at packet granularity. But it takes a few ms to reconfigure optical paths. So, optical switches cannot provide full bisection bandwidth for all-to-all communication at packet granularity.  



Technology: Optical Circuit Switch

2010-09-02 SIGCOMM Nathan Farrington 9

Lenses Fixed
Mirror

Mirrors on Motors

Glass Fiber
Bundle

Input 1
Output 2
Output 1

Rotate Mirror1. Full crossbar switch
2. Does not decode packets
3. Needs external scheduler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This animation shows the workings of an optical circuit switch.Glass fiber brings a light beam from an input port to a lens, which focus the light as it exits the fiber.The light beam then travels through the air and reflects off of a mirror, then another mirror, then a third mirror, and finally gets focused through a second lens, then travels over fiber to an output port.Some mirrors are attached to motors, so if we want to choose a different output port, then we can rotate a mirror to select a different port.



Wavelength Division Multiplexing

2010-09-02 SIGCOMM Nathan Farrington 10

Electrical Packet Switch
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

WDM  MUX WDM  DEMUX

Optical Circuit Switch

Superlink

10G WDM Optical
Transceivers

No Transceivers
Required80G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Each 10 Gb/s transceiver in a LAG uses a non-overlapping wavelength (IEEE 802.1AX-2008 Link Aggregation Group).2. This LAG, called a superlink, can fit onto a single fiber pair.3. Superlinks are transparent to the packet switches, which deal only with LAGs.
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Full bisection bandwidth at packet granularity
may not be necessary

 [WREN09]: “…we find that traffic at the five edge switches exhibit an 
ON/OFF pattern… ” 

 [IMC09][HotNets09]: “Only a few ToRs are hot and most their traffic goes 
to a few other ToRs. …”

Optical circuit switching is promising despite 
slow switching time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But why do we still believe that optical circuit still worth considering in data centers? The reason is because many measurement studies have observed evidence of traffic concentration in data centers. For example, in IMC09, microsoft researcher measured the traffic of their production data centers and observe that …., In another paper, WREN09 , researcher observe ON/OFF traffic pattern on data center switches. All this suggestion that, applications are not sending to all destinations at full speed anyway.  Full bisection….. may not be necessary. So there is a potential that we can …. 



Optical circuit-switched network 
for high capacity transfer 

Electrical packet-switched network 
for low latency delivery

 Optical paths are provisioned rack-to-rack
– A simple and cost-effective choice  
– Aggregate traffic on per-rack basis to better utilize optical circuits

Hybrid packet/circuit switched 
network architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, our idea is, we augment the traffic tree-structure Ethernet with a simple, rack-to-rack optical circuit-switched network. The electrical packet-switched network is always available there for low latency delivery and high speed optical circuits are provisioned dynamic for high capacity transfer based on traffic demands. Optical circuits are provisioned rack-to-rack so that we only need to one optical transcer and one optical fiber for one rack, to keep the network simple and reduce the cost. Given one optical circuits can send more than 40gbps, we can aggregate traffic on per-rack basis to …. 



Design requirements
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 Control plane:
– Traffic demand estimation 
– Optical circuit configuration

 Data plane:
– Dynamic traffic de-multiplexing
– Optimizing circuit utilization 

(optional)

Traffic 
demands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we manage optical circuits over such a hybrid network?  We identify a set of design requirements that are needed. On the control plane, we need to collect dynamic traffic demand and config … When optical paths are provisioned, there exist two paths among different server racks. So on the data plane, we need to de-multiplex traffic to different network dynamically based on the current configuration.  When optical paths are provisioned, applications may not be able to send fast enough to leverage optical paths. So the improve system performance, we also need to optimize circuit utilization. But this requirement is optional, the system can still work with out this. 
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No modification 
to applications 
and switches

Leverage end-
hosts for traffic 
management Centralized control for 

circuit configuration

c-Through (a specific design)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is many design choice to accomplish these design requirements. We have a detailed discussion in the paper about the design choices and their trade-offs. Please refer to the paper for the discussion. Here I will go directly to a specific system, called c-Through, we have built to manage optical circuits in a hybrid network. The design strategy for c-Through system is: C-Through use a centralized controller for …, c-Through does not need any modification on …, it leverage end-hosts in the traffic management. 



c-Through - traffic demand estimation 
and traffic batching
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Per-rack traffic 
demand vector

2. Packets are buffered per-flow 
to avoid HOL blocking.

1. Transparent to applications.

Applications

 Accomplish two requirements: 
– Traffic demand estimation 
– Pre-batch data to improve optical circuit utilization

Socket 
buffers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
c-Through estimate traffic demands by simply enlarge output buffer limits of sockets. When an application is trying to send a large amount of data and network bandwidth is not enough, the data will be queued up in socket output buffers. But look at the occupancy of socket output buffer, we can infer which flow has high traffic demands. Then we can aggregate the socket buffer occupancy based on the destination rack to get a per-rack traffic demand vector. For example, in this vector, darker color means high traffic demands for a particular destination rack. This technique is transparent to …, packets are buffered … But with this simple technique, we can accomplish two-requirements: (1) traffic demand estimation (2) Socket buffers can be used to pre-batch data when optical path is not available. When optical path is provisioned, we can release the data quickly to optical path to improve circuit utilization. 



c-Through - optical circuit configuration
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Use Edmonds’ algorithm to compute optimal configuration

Many ways to reduce the control traffic overhead

Traffic 
demand

configuration
Controller

configuration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>2min too long !!!C-Through use a centralize controller to collect traffic demands and configure optical circuits. The controller collect per-rack traffic demand vector from all the servers and aggregate them into a cross-rack traffic matrix. Then it compute a optimal configuration that can maximize the traffic volume that can be offload to optical network using a polynomial Edmonds’ alg.  Everytime when the optical circuits are reconfigured, it will notified servers to tear down the path and configure it and then notify them about the new configuration. In a large data center, there could a significant overhead for the control traffic. But many ways can be used to reduce the overhead of control traffic. For example, for traffic demand collection, servers only need to send to the controller when the demands change dramatically, traffic demand vectors can be aggregated within rack first, then send to the control.  The configuration notification can be done using multicast.  



c-Through - traffic de-multiplexing
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VLAN #1

Traffic 
de-multiplexer

VLAN #1 VLAN #2

circuit  
configuration

traffic

VLAN #2

 VLAN-based network 
isolation:
– No need to modify 

switches
– Avoid the instability 

caused by circuit 
reconfiguration

 Traffic control on hosts:
– Controller informs hosts 

about the circuit 
configuration

– End-hosts tag packets 
accordingly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When optical path are configured, c-Through uses two techniques to realize traffic de-multiplexing.First, we configure VLAN on all the ToR switches to isolate the electrical network and optical network into different VLANs.  As we mentioned before, it is a dynamic network. When optical circuits are reconfigured, the network topology is changing. If optical network and electrical network is organized into a unified network, this topology changes can cause instability in  the control protocols in electrical network, such as spanning tree.. We isolate network to avoid the potential network instability caused by circuit reconfiguration. C-Through leverage end-hosts to perform traffic de-multiplexing. Each server is configured with two virtual interface with VLAN1 and VLAN2 that mapping to electrical network and optical network. Everytime optical path is configured, controller will inform hosts about the current configuration. So a traffic de-multiplexer will tag packets accordingly to send them into appropriate network. 
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Testbed setup

Ethernet switch      

Emulated optical 
circuit switch

4Gbps  links

100Mbps links

 16 servers with 1Gbps NICs
 Emulate a hybrid network on 

48-port Ethernet switch

 Optical circuit emulation
– Optical paths are available 

only when hosts are notified 
– During reconfiguration, no 

host can use optical paths
– 10 ms reconfiguration delay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
> 2min, too long!!!!�We implement c-Through prototype and set up a small testbed to evaluate the performance. We have 16 servers in our testbedServers are connected with two networks . (1) A electrical network with 100Mbps cross rack bandwidth, always available. (40:1) over-subscribed. (2) A emulated optical circuit switched network with a 4Gbps links for each rack. We emulate optical circuit switching behavior over Ethernet switches. Optical paths are available only when notified. When optical path is provisioned, it can let all servers send at full rate.  Controller reconfigure the optical path based on traffic demands. When decide to reconfigure, no hosts can use optical paths. We emulate 10ms reconfiguration delay. 
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 Basic system performance: 
– Can TCP exploit dynamic bandwidth quickly?

– Does traffic control on servers bring significant overhead?

– Does buffering unfairly increase delay of small flows?  

 Application performance:
– Bulk transfer (VM migration)?

– Loosely synchronized all-to-all communication (MapReduce)?

– Tightly synchronized all-to-all communication (MPI-FFT) ? 

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shorten the slidesWe perform evaluation on our testbed to answer a set of questions about system and application performance. 
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Throughput ramps up
within 10 ms 

Throughput stabilizes
within 100ms

TCP can exploit dynamic bandwidth quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We set up a TCP connection between src-dst pair and measure the TCP throughput when optical path is reconfigured every one second. TCP protocol works reasonable well to exploit the dynamic bandwidth. We believe the reason is because RTT is small. 
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mapper

mapper

mapper

reducer

reducer

reducer

load local 
write

data  
shuffling

output
file

write

output
file

output
file

Split 0
Split 1
Split 2

Input file

Concentrated traffic 
in 64MB blocks Concentrated traffic 

in 64MB blocksIndependent transfers:
amenable to batching

MapReduce Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
> 2min , too long !!!!!MapReduce application performance. To understand it, let’s first take a look at the structure of mapreduce application. Two stages, several phases. 
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MapReduce sort 10GB random data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MapReduce is a parallel computing infrastructure used in many production data centers. Three points: (1) significant speedup (2) Large buffer does not help too much for MapReduce application. Because application is not sending so aggressively. In the first set of experiment, we reconfigure optical path every 1 second, and vary the socket buffer limits. If we use a very small buffer limit, … When we increase buffer limit to 50MB, close to optimal performance.  Larger? No help , because 64MB block size. 



MapReduce sort 10GB random data
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c-Through varying reconfiguration interval 
(socket buffer size limit: 100MB)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the second set, we fix the socket buffer limit to 100MB, and vary the reconfiguration interval. Still…. Even with 3 second reconfiguration, still close to optimal performance. 



Yahoo Gridmix benchmark
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 3 runs of 100 mixed jobs such as web query, web scan and sorting
 200GB of uncompressed data, 50 GB of compressed data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about more realistic mix jobs running simultaneously? Run Yahoo Gridmix. 100 mixed jobs with ……, 3 runs on different networks.   Still near optimal. 
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 Hybrid packet/circuit switched data center network
 c-Through demonstrates its feasibility
 Good performance even for applications with all to all traffic 

 Future directions to explore: 
 The scaling property of hybrid data center networks
 Making applications circuit aware
 Power efficient data centers with optical circuits

Picture from Internet websites. 

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1) Summarize the results. (2) One of the first efforts exploring this design space, mention ucsd work , We believe that the hybrid architecture bring a new design with fundamentally different way of thinking. Which could Leverage the best of both worlds: optics for bandwidth, electrical for low latency (3) Future directions. 



Link Technology Modifications 
Required

Working
Prototype

Helios
(SIGCOMM ‘10)

Optics w/ WDM
10G-180G (CWDM)
10G-400G (DWDM)

Switch Software Glimmerglass, 
Fulcrum

c-Through
(SIGCOMM ’10)

Optics (10G) Host OS Emulation

Flyways
(SIGCOMM ‘11, 
HotNets ‘09)

Wireless (1G, 10m) Unspecified

IBM System-S
(GLOBECOM ‘09)

Optics (10G) Host Application;
Specific to Stream
Processing

Calient,
Nortel

HPC
(SC ‘05)

Optics (10G) Host NIC 
Hardware

Related Work



Agenda for semester

• Project
– Continue to make progress.
– Intermediate project report 2 due TODAY, Wednesday, April 12th.
– BOOM, next week, Wednesday, April 19
– End of Semester presentations/demo, Wednesday, May 10

• Check website for updated schedule
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